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Abstract

We experimentally measured the birefringence of a liquid single crystal elastomer (LSCE) swollen with a low mo-

lecular weight liquid crystal (LMWLC), 5CB, by polarizing microscopy as a function of temperature. The optical

intensity of swollen LSCE shows significant intensity changes at temperatures TNI, TA and TB that indicates a variety of

different transitions. A temperature TNI is known as the apparent nematic-isotropic transition for outside LMWLC, TA
and TB are interpreted as the nematic-isotropic transition for LMWLC inside the LSCE and for the swollen LSCE,

respectively.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Liquid crystalline elastomers, LCEs, and gels

presently attractmuch attention due to volume- and
shape-changing properties caused by several envi-

ronmental factors, such as temperature, composi-

tions, electric fields and so on [1,2]. Recently, the

swelling dynamics of anisotropic LCEs swollenwith

anisotropic solvents, e.g., low molecular weight li-

quid crystals (LMWLCs), have been extensively

investigated [3–5]. Volume change dynamics of
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swollen LCEs as a function of temperature show a

variety of different transitions [3,5]. These transi-

tions strongly depend on the phase transition of the

LMWLC inside and outside the LCE as well as that
of the LCE itself.

Dry LCEs exhibit a length and shape change at

the nematic-isotropic phase transition that led to the

suggestion by deGennes et al. [6,7] that theymay be

useful components in artificialmuscles.Applying an

electric field to LCE swollen with LMWLC, the

LMWLC molecules easily reorients parallel to the

field, i.e., the electro-mechanical effect, that has been
proposed as a soft actuator [3,8,9].

The LCE materials studied here were invented

and developed by Finkelmann and co-workers
ed.
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[10,11]. The macroscopic behavior of these materi-

als arises from the coupling between the elastic

properties of the cross-linked siloxane (8%) and

liquid crystalline degrees of freedom (polymer

backbones andmesogenic units, 92%). At first, only

polydomain samples could be produced for which
there are domains with highly non-uniform director

orientations, denoted by a unit pseudo-vector n

[10]. It was discovered that applying a large enough

strain could reorient the domains giving rise to a

uniform director orientation [12,13]. In 1991,

Kupfer and Finkelmann [11] succeeded in generat-

ing monodomain samples, i.e., liquid single crystal

elastomers (LSCEs), by using two cross-linking
steps with the second cross-linking step performed

on a stretched film. These films turned out to have a

spatially uniform n parallel to the stretching direc-

tion. This anisotropy was optically tested using

crossed polarizers to confirm director orientation

(Fig. 1) [5]. The optical intensity changes by a ro-

tation of crossed polarizers is shown in Fig. 2.

In the present study, we experimentally mea-
sured the birefringence of a LSCE film swollen

with a LMWLC as a function of temperature.
Fig. 1. Optical microscope pictures of dry LSCE: (a) no po-

larizers; (b) polarizers crossed parallel/perpendicular to director

n and (c) polarizers rotated 45� to n.
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2. Experimental

The sample cell was observed by a polarizing

microscope (Nikon) equipped with a hot stage
(Mettler Toledo FP90 Central Processor) as a

temperature controller which can be simulta-

neously used for a photomonitor as well as a dif-

ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The beam of

a He–Ne laser has been used as a light source.

The LSCE film we prepare is�150 lm thick and

has an area of �1.0 mm� 0.5 mm. The sample is

embedded in a well known LMWLC, 4-n-pentyl-4-
cyanobiphenyl (5CB). As a previous communica-

tion [3,5], after swelling the LSCE sample thickness

was increased with 1.8 times, i.e., �270 lm.
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Fig. 2. Optical intensity measurement of in rotation of crossed

polarizers.
3. Results and discussion

The transmitted intensity of light I after the
crossed polarizer is given as a function of the bi-

refringence Dn and the sample thickness d.
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IðDnÞ ¼ I0 sin
2 pdDn

k

� �
; ð1Þ

where I0 is the intensity of the incident light and k
is the wavelength of the laser light (633 nm). Dn
depend on the external fields and temperature.

Fig. 3 shows dramatic differences in the optical

intensity changes between dry (Fig. 3a) and swol-

len (Fig. 3b) LSCE as a function of temperature.

Increasing temperature at the elevation rate of

temperature about 0.7 K/min , the intensity for a
dry LSCE changes significantly in the vicinity of

Tc � 80 �C, i.e., the nematic-isotropic phase tran-

sition temperature of dry LSCE. According to the

DSC measurement, a broad and small bump is

observed at vicinity of Tc. Above Tc, LSCE film is

still birefringent that is known as a typical feature
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Fig. 3. Optical intensity changes for dry (a) and swollen LSCE

(b) as a function of temperature.
of LSCE as being a consequence of �frozen-in�
nematic order (short range effects) in LSCE [14].

Black area in the graph of Fig. 3 is induced by very

short of the period of sinusoidal modulated in-

tensity which was analyzed by expanding data.

In the swollen LSCE, three dramatic optical
intensity changes are observed at temperatures TNI

(�34.5 �C), TA (�45.0 �C) and TB (�52.0 �C).
According to Eq. (1), these dramatic intensity

changes indicate a variety of induced birefrin-

gences on the swollen LSCE system as a function

of temperature. These transition temperatures are

also observed in the volume transition measure-

ment [3,5], also in DSC as well, where TNI is the
apparent nematic-isotropic transition for the out-

side LMWLC, TA and TB are interpreted as the

nematic-isotropic transition for LMWLC inside

the LSCE and for the swollen LSCE network, re-

spectively. Above TB, the swollen LSCE sample is

still birefringent, i.e., not perfectly isotropic.

The birefringence Dn can be calculated from

sinusoidal modulated intensity I in Eq. (1):

pdDn
k

¼ p
2
ð2N � 1Þ; ð2Þ

Dn ¼ k
2d

ð2N � 1Þ; ð3Þ

with N is the peak number of sinusoidal intensity

in Fig. 3. Notes that N should be counted from the

peak at sufficiently high temperature in the iso-

tropic phase.
Fig. 4 shows the temperature dependence of the

birefringence Dn for dry (Fig. 4a) and swollen

(Fig. 4b) LSCE. In the dry sample (Fig. 4a), Dndry
has maximum value �0.11 at low temperature (in

nematic phase). The continuous nematic-isotropic

phase transition at Tc in dry LSCE indicates smooth

transition without any jump. Dndry changes signifi-
cantly at about 80 �C (Tc). Above this temperature,
there is remain a valuable Dndry because of a con-

sequence of �frozen-in� nematic order in LSCE [14].

Due to short range effects, we expected that Dndry
can be approximated by a power law at above 80 �C

Dndry ¼ aðT � T �Þ�1
; ð4Þ

where T � is known as a temperature slightly

smaller than Tc [15]. Fit of the insertion in Fig. 4a



Fig. 4. Measured birefringence Dn for dry (a) and swollen

LSCE (b) as a function of temperature.

Fig. 5. Inverse of the birefringence Dn for dry LSCE plotted as

a function of temperature.
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and the extrapolation of the curve in Fig. 5 give

a ¼ 0:07897 and T � ¼ 78:99 �C. Temperature T � is

slightly below the expected Tc ¼ 80 �C which was
determined from DSC measurement simulta-

neously done. Above T > Tc, Dndry decreases

smoothly with increasing temperature.

In the swollen LSCE cell (Fig. 4b), the bire-

fringence Dnswell has a maximum value �0.35 at

low temperature (in nematic phase) and much

larger than that of dry LSCE. In this graph, tem-

perature dependence of Dnswell shows that the ap-
parent nematic-isotropic transition (TB � 52:0 �C)
is lower than dry LSCE. No dramatic change of

Dnswell is observed at TNI, TA and TB. An important

evidence in swollen LSCE is a large shift of tran-
sition temperature for a large change of birefrin-

gence.

A maximum value of the birefringence of swol-

len LSCE, Dnswell, is achieved when both LMWLC
and LSCE are nematic ordering (T < TNI). Above

T > TNI, both inside LMWLC and LSCE network

are still nematic. The isotropic outside LMWLC

induces the nematic-isotropic phase transition in

the inside LMWLC which is completed at TA
(Dnswell � 0:2), i.e., the birefringence due to the in-

side LMWLC vanishes. As already explained that

the LSCE have 92% mesogenics (side chains and
backbone) and only 8% the crosslinkers, we ex-

pected that the liquid crystalline features dominate

the swollen LSCE system in between TA and TB. In
this temperature range the birefringence of LSCE

take place. At TBðDnswell � 0:02Þ, Dnswell vanishes,
then whole systems becomes isotropic (except short

range effects).

According to the DSC measurements for swol-
len LSCEs performed simultaneously with optical

measurements, a sharp peak is observed at TNI and

two broad small bumps are observed at TA and TB.
4. Conclusion

It has been discussed that the birefringence
dynamics of LSCE swollen with LMWLC as a
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function temperature induce the dramatic optical

intensity changes at different temperatures that

indicate a variety of different transitions. These

transition temperatures strongly depend on the

phase transition of the LMWLC molecules inside

and outside the LSCE and the LSCE networks.
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